General practitioners' views on key factors affecting their desired income: A principal component analysis approach
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Abstract

Background: Based on the target income hypothesis, the economic behavior of physicians is mainly affected by their target income. This study aimed at designing an instrument to explain how general practitioners (GPs) set their desired income.

Methods: A self-administered questionnaire of affecting factors on GPs' target income was extracted from literature reviews and a small qualitative study. Respondents were 666 GPs who completed the questionnaire (response rate= 52%) during 2 seasonal congresses of Iranian GPs. The principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was used to classify the variables and data reduction. Sample adequacy test, sphericity test, eigenvalues of components, and scree plot were evaluated for PCA. Cronbach's alpha was also checked to assess the internal consistency of the principal components.

Results: The results of the KMO measure of sampling adequacy (0.657) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (809.05, p<0.001) revealed that the collected data were suitable for PCA. Based on the scree plot pattern and eigenvalues greater than 1, 6 components including perceived comparative income, importance of responsiveness to patients, perceived socioeconomic status, economic expectations, socioeconomic status of paternal family, and provision of luxury services were selected, which explained 65.19% of the total variance. Finally, only those with a Cronbach's alpha value higher than 0.6 were considered reliable (the first 4 components).

Conclusion: Based on the target income hypothesis, physicians’ desired level of income would affect their behavior. Our developed instrument and its mentioned components can be used in future studies related to GPs’ behavior, especially those studies related to the economic aspects of GPs’ behavior. It also helps formulate a better payment mechanism for primary care providers.
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Introduction

Physicians play a pivotal role in any health system. They are the main health care providers and the decisions they make regarding the diagnosis and treatment of patients affect resource flow and the volume of health care costs (1, 2).

Moreover, the decisions that physicians make stem from their economic and ethical preferences (3). This issue has been assessed using several different approaches to a physician’s behavior. Some approaches mainly focus on the financial interests of the physicians. For example, in the profit maximization model, income is the main factor that affects a physician’s behavior (4, 5). However, other approaches such as the charity hypothesis (3) or the medical ethics approach (6) emphasize the social role of the physician, and state that physicians differ from other firms, and have different goals in mind.

In an agreed approach among health economists, known as the target income hypothesis, physicians' behavior is

↑What is “already known” in this topic:
According to some health economists, physicians, as the main providers of health care services, behave based on their desired income. In this regard, a key unanswered conceptual question is how physicians set their income targets.

→What this article adds:
A valid and reliable instrument was developed to assess the main factors related to physicians' economic behavior. The developed questionnaire and the main extracted principal components can be used for a better understanding of how physicians set their target income.
GPs’ views on desired income

mainly affected by their desired income (7-10). If a physician’s actual income falls below their desired income level, they begin making a number of economic decisions to restore their income to its desired level. These decisions may include actions like setting higher prices for services, increasing working hours, and seeing a greater number of patients (2, 11, 12). On the other hand, if their actual income rises above their desired income, they take other factors into account such as patient utility or their professional status (12-14). A much debated question in this field is deciding which factors determine the target income of physicians.

Searching relevant databases, we found very few studies on physicians’ target income behavior (10-12, 15-19), and only one study specifically assessed the determinants of the target income of physicians (20). This study found that actual income, costs of medical practice, costs of studying medicine, discrimination and dissatisfaction, other preferences of the physician, and demographic factors can all influence income targets. However, this claim was not based on research, and in practice limited empirical analysis was done on a few demographic and practice variables.

Yet, a key conceptual question regarding this hypothesis (the question of how physicians set their income targets) remains unanswered(21). Therefore, this study aimed at answering this research question based on physicians’ views using the principal component analysis (PCA) approach.

Methods

Developing the instrument

To understand how physicians set their income targets, a literature review and a small qualitative study were conducted. In the course of this literature review, the published papers related to the economic behavior of physicians, particularly studies focusing on target income behavior, were assessed. Based on the review findings, a semi-structured questionnaire was designed. Interviews were conducted with 10 general practitioners (GPs), and the main question was as follow: "What are the factors that determine your desired income level?" Participants' responses were analyzed to develop a quantitative questionnaire for assessing the views and attitudes of GPs concerning factors related to income targets. The developed self-administered questionnaire consisted of 24 questions, which were answered using the five-point Likert scale. To finalize these questions and assess the reliability and face validity of the questionnaire, a pilot study was conducted on 67 GPs. The pilot data were gathered in many cases using web-based and paper-based questionnaires. The estimated Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was 0.7103, which verified the internal-consistency reliability of the questionnaire. The content and face validity of the questionnaire were also confirmed by experts in the field of health economics and policy as well as GPs.

Data collection

Because there was no existing sampling frame for GPs in Iran that could be used for this study, we used 2 national congresses held by the Iranian Society of General Practitioners (ISGP). The Iranian Society of General practitioners (ISGP) is the conductor of retraining programs for GPs. It holds 4 seasonal congresses with retraining programs for GPs each year. GPs throughout the country participate in these congresses to receive the score allocated to retraining programs; therefore, it can be assumed that attendees will be representative of all Iranian GPs.

Participant sampling was conducted during the course of 2 congresses in the year 2015. Participants were selected using convenience sampling method during summer and autumn seasonal congress of ISGP in 2015. The questionnaires were distributed among 1142 GPs attending these congresses, and 599 completed questionnaires were collected at an appointed time (response rate= 52%). In all 666 (67+599) participants, observations were included in the statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis

PCA was applied to reduce the variables related to GPs’ target income into a few main sets of principal components that accounted for most of the variance.

The PCA technique is based on correlations between variables; at first, PCA was applied to the variables based on the correlation matrix of the variables. Variables that had a correlation level lower than 0.3 were excluded from PCA. To check sample adequacy for PCA, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s tests of sphericity (BTS) were used. Principal components were retained based on eigenvalues more than 1(22) and scree plot patterns. The rotated matrix was obtained using the orthogonal varimax method. Finally, principal components were obtained and interpreted based on the rotated component loadings and the internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient) of the variables in each component. Statistical analysis was performed using STATA 12.

Results

About 54% (n = 358) of GPs in the sample were male. The mean±SD age and the years of practice of participants were about 43±9 years and 13±9, respectively. About 55% (n = 369) of the GPs worked in a private setting, 25.33% (n = 168) in a public setting, and others worked in both areas simultaneously.

Based on the correlation coefficient between the variables (higher than 0.3), 16 variables were used for PCA. Descriptive results of the included variables for PCA are presented in Table 1.

The result of the KMO measure of sampling adequacy (0.657) revealed an adequate number of items for each component. Also, the results of BTS (809.05, P<0.001) showed a significant correlation between variables, and thus the data were suitable for PCA.

Table 2 demonstrates eigenvalues, the percentage of explained variance by components, and the cumulative share of explained variance. Based on the table, 6 components had eigenvalues greater than one. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, similar to eigenvalues, 6 components were retained according to where the slope of the scree plot levels off. These components accounted for 65.19% of the total vari-
The final results of PCA are demonstrated in Table 3. In the rotated component matrix, loading values greater than 0.45 are shown in bold, and those below 0.2 are left blank.

The fifth and sixth components had very low internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.5), therefore, these components were excluded from the discussion and from further consideration.

The components were specified based on the components loadings of the main variables (bold font). Components 1 to 4 were labeled "perceived comparative income", "importance of responsiveness to patients", "perceived socioeconomic status", and "economic expectations", respectively.

### Discussion

This study used data reduction and subsequent classification of the variables associated with GPs' views on factors affecting their income targets.

As mentioned in the results, there are 6 components that were retained based on the outputs from the PCA. However, the 4 reliable components based on Cronbach's alpha coefficient were named and assessed. The number of items in each component was limited (from 2 to 4 items), and this might have led to an underestimation of the Cronbach's alpha coefficient (23). Also, based on the evidence of prior research studies in which the cut-off value of Cronbach's alpha was considered 0.6, (24, 25), we chose 0.6 as the cut-off value for Cronbach’s alpha. Therefore, based on this cut-off value (0.6), the internal consistency of Components 1 to 4 was confirmed.

The "perceived comparative income" (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.71) was the main component, accounting for more than 16% of the total variance. It consists of 3 variables as follow: "perception of income level relative to the income of specialists", "perception of income level relative to the income of other GPs", and "perception of income level relative to the income of foreign GPs". A quick glance at
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Table 3. Rotated component matrix (varimax orthogonal rotation method)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>C6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7837</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.8072</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3139</td>
<td>0.4634</td>
<td>0.2083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.7838</td>
<td>0.2140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.7550</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7916</td>
<td>0.7869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.6551</td>
<td>0.8852</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s alpha</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold font shows component loadings greater than 0.45. Component loadings less than 0.2 were left blank.
Cronbach’s alpha reported for principal component loadings (bold font items).

The questionnaire on factors affecting GPs’ income targets was developed based on the views of GPs themselves. Based on PCA, 4 reliable principal components were used to classify the factors determining GPs’ income targets.

Research related to the target-income-based behavior of physicians can benefit from our developed questionnaire and the main extracted principal components to better understand how GPs set their target income.
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